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Abstract. Event cameras are bio-inspired sensors that offer several ad-
vantages, such as low latency, high-speed and high dynamic range, to
tackle challenging scenarios in computer vision. This paper presents a
solution to the problem of 3D reconstruction from data captured by a
stereo event-camera rig moving in a static scene, such as in the con-
text of stereo Simultaneous Localization and Mapping. The proposed
method consists of the optimization of an energy function designed to
exploit small-baseline spatio-temporal consistency of events triggered
across both stereo image planes. To improve the density of the recon-
struction and to reduce the uncertainty of the estimation, a probabilistic
depth-fusion strategy is also developed. The resulting method has no
special requirements on either the motion of the stereo event-camera rig
or on prior knowledge about the scene. Experiments demonstrate our
method can deal with both texture-rich scenes as well as sparse scenes,
outperforming state-of-the-art stereo methods based on event data image
representations.
Multimedia Material
A supplemental video for this work is available at https://youtu.be/Qrnpj2FD1e4
1 Introduction
Event cameras, such as the Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) [1], are novel devices
that output pixel-wise intensity changes (called “events”) asynchronously, at the
time they occur. As opposed to standard cameras, they do not acquire entire
image frames, nor do they operate at a fixed frame rate. This asynchronous and
differential principle of operation reduces power and bandwidth requirements
drastically. Endowed with microsecond temporal resolution, event cameras are
able to capture high-speed motions, which would typically cause severe mo-
tion blur on standard cameras. In addition, event cameras have a very High
Dynamic Range (HDR) (e.g., 140 dB compared to 60 dB of most standard cam-
eras), which allows them to be used on a broad illumination range. Hence, event
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cameras open the door to tackle challenging scenarios that are inaccessible to
standard cameras, such as high-speed and/or HDR tracking [2–8], control [9,10]
and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [11–16].
Because existing computer vision algorithms designed for standard cameras
do not directly apply to event cameras, the main challenge in visual processing
with these novel sensors is to devise specialized algorithms that can exploit
the temporally asynchronous and spatially sparse nature of the data produced
by event cameras to unlock their potential. Some preliminary works addressed
this issue by combining event cameras with additional sensors, such as standard
cameras [8, 17, 18] or depth sensors [17, 19], to simplify the estimation task at
hand. Although this approach obtained certain success, the capabilities of event
cameras were not fully exploited since parts of such combined systems were
limited by the lower dynamic range or slower devices. In this work, we tackle the
problem of stereo 3D reconstruction for visual odometry (VO) or SLAM using
event cameras alone. Our goal is to unlock the potential of event cameras by
developing a method based on their working principle and using only events.
1.1 Related work on Event-based Depth Estimation
The majority of works on depth estimation with event cameras target the prob-
lem of “instantaneous” stereo, i.e., 3D reconstruction using events from a pair of
synchronized cameras in stereo configuration (i.e., with a fixed baseline), during
a very short time (ideally, on a per-event basis). Some of these works [20–22]
follow the classical paradigm of solving stereo in two steps: epipolar matching
followed by 3D point triangulation. Temporal coherence (e.g., simultaneity) of
events across both left and right cameras is used to find matching events, and
then standard triangulation [23] recovers depth. Other works, such as [24, 25],
extend cooperative stereo [26] to the case of event cameras. These methods are
typically demonstrated in scenes with static cameras and few moving objects,
so that event matches are easy to find due to uncluttered event data.
Some works [27, 28] also target the problem of instantaneous stereo (depth
maps produced using events over very short time intervals), but they use two
non-simultaneous event cameras. These methods exploit a constrained hardware
setup (two rotating event cameras with known motion) to either (i) recover
intensity images on which conventional stereo is applied [27] or (ii) match events
across cameras using temporal metrics and then use triangulation [28].
Recently, depth estimation with a single event camera has been shown in [11–
14, 29]. These methods recover a semi-dense 3D reconstruction of the scene by
integrating information from the events of a moving camera over a longer time in-
terval, and therefore, require information of the relative pose between the camera
and the scene. Hence, these methods do not target the problem of instantaneous
depth estimation but rather the problem of depth estimation for VO or SLAM.
Contribution. This paper is, to the authors’ best knowledge, the first one to
address the problem of non-instantaneous 3D reconstruction with a pair of event
cameras in stereo configuration. Our approach is based on temporal coherence of
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events across left and right image planes. However, it differs from previous efforts
(such as the instantaneous stereo methods [20–22,27,28]) in that: (i) we do not
follow the classical paradigm of event matching plus triangulation, but rather a
forward-projection approach that allows us to estimate depth without explicitly
solving the event matching problem, (ii) we are able to handle sparse scenes
(events generated by few objects) as well as cluttered scenes (events constantly
generated everywhere in the image plane due to the motion of the camera),
and (iii) we use camera pose information to integrate observations over time
to produce semi-dense depth maps. Moreover, our method computes continuous
depth values, as opposed to other methods, such as [11], which discretize the
depth range.
Outline. Section 2 presents the 3D reconstruction problem considered and our
solution, formulated as the minimization of an objective function that measures
the temporal inconsistency of event time-surface maps across left and right image
planes. Section 3 presents an approach to fuse multiple event-based 3D recon-
structions into a single depth map. Section 4 evaluates our method on both
synthetic and real event data, showing its good performance. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.
2 3D Reconstruction by Event Time-Surface Maps
Energy Minimization
Our method is inspired by multi-view stereo pipelines for conventional cam-
eras, such as DTAM [30], which aim at maximizing the photometric consistency
through a number of narrow-baseline video frames. However, since event cameras
do not output absolute intensity but rather intensity changes (the “events”), the
direct photometric-consistency-based method cannot be readily applied. Instead,
we exploit the fact that event cameras encode visual information in the form of
microsecond-resolution timestamps of intensity changes.
For a stereo event camera, a detectable1 3D point in the overlapping field of
view (FOV) of the cameras will generate an event on both left and right cam-
eras. Ideally, these two events should spike simultaneously and their coordinates
should be corresponding in terms of the epipolar geometry defined by both cam-
eras. This property actually enables us to apply (and modify) an idea similar to
DTAM, simply by replacing the photometric consistency with the stereo tem-
poral consistency. However, as shown in [31], stereo temporal consistency does
not strictly hold at the pixel level because of signal latency and jitter effects.
Hence, we define our stereo temporal consistency criterion by aggregating mea-
surements over spatio-temporal neighborhoods, rather than by comparing the
event timestamps at two individual pixels, as we show next.
1 A point at an intensity edge (i.e., non-homogeneous region of space), so that intensity
changes (i.e., events) are generated when the point moves relative to the camera.
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Fig. 1: Left: output of an event camera when viewing a rotating dot. Right: Time-
surface map (1) at a time t, T (x, t), which essentially measures how far in time
(with respect to t) the last event spiked at each pixel x = (u, v)T . The brighter
the color, the more recently the event was generated. Figure adapted from [33].
2.1 Event Time-Surface Maps
We propose to apply patch-match to compare a pair of spike-history maps, in
place of the photometric warping error as used in DTAM [30]. Specifically, to
create two distinctive maps, we advocate the use of Time-Surface inspired by [32]
for event-based pattern recognition. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the output of an
event camera is a stream of events, where each event ek = (uk, vk, tk, pk) consists
of the space-time coordinates where the intensity change of predefined size hap-
pened and the sign (polarity pk ∈ {+1,−1}) of the change2. The time-surface
map at time t is defined by applying an exponential decay kernel on the last
spiking time tlast at each pixel coordinate x = (u, v)
T :
T (x, t) .= exp
(
− t− tlast(x)
δ
)
, (1)
where δ, the decay rate parameter, is a small constant number (e.g., 30 ms in
our experiments). For convenient visualization and processing, (1) is further
rescaled to the range [0, 255]. Our objective function is constructed on a set of
time-surface maps (1) at different observation times t = {ts}.
2.2 Problem Formulation
We follow a global energy minimization framework to estimate the inverse depth
map D in the reference view (RV) from a number of stereo observations s ∈ SRV
nearby. A stereo observation at time t refers to a pair of time-surface maps cre-
ated using (1),
(Tleft(·, t), Tright(·, t)). A stereo observation could be triggered by
either a pose update or at a constant rate. For each pixel x in the reference view,
its inverse depth ρ?
.
= 1/z? is estimated by optimizing the objective function:
ρ? = arg min
ρ
C(x, ρ) (2)
2 Event polarity is not used, as [13] shows that it is not needed for 3D reconstruction.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the geometry of the proposed problem and solution. The
reference view (RV) is on the left, in which an event with coordinates x is
back-projected into 3D space with a hypothetical inverse depth ρ. The optimal
inverse depth ρ?, lying inside the search interval [ρmin, ρmax], corresponds to
the real location of the 3D point which fulfills the temporal consistency in each
neighboring stereo observation s.
C(x, ρ)
.
=
1
|SRV|
∑
s∈SRV
‖τsleft(x1(ρ))− τsright(x2(ρ))‖22, (3)
where |SRV| denotes the number of involved neighboring stereo observations
used for averaging. The function τsleft/right(x) returns the temporal information
Tleft/right(·, t) inside a w × w patch centered at image point x. The residual
rs(ρ)
.
= ‖τsleft(x1(ρ))− τsright(x2(ρ))‖2 (4)
denotes the temporal difference in l2 norm between patches centered at x1 and
x2 in the left and right event cameras, respectively.
The geometry behind the proposed objective function is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Since we assume the calibration (intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) as well as
the pose of the left event camera Tsr at each observation are known (e.g., from
a tracking algorithm such as [12,14]), the points x1 and x2 are given by x1(ρ) =
pi(Tsrpi
−1(x, ρ)) and x2(ρ) = pi(TETsrpi−1(x, ρ)), respectively. The function pi :
R3 → R2 projects a 3D point onto the camera’s image plane, while its inverse
function pi−1 : R2 → R3 back-projects a pixel into 3D space given the inverse
depth ρ. TE denotes the transformation from the left to the right event camera.
Note that all event coordinates x are undistorted and rectified.
To verify that the proposed objective function (3) does lead to the optimum
depth for a generic event in the reference view (Fig. 3(a)), a number of stereo
observations from a real stereo event-camera sequence [34] have been created
(Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)) and used to visualize the energy at the event location
(Fig. 3(b)). The size of the patch is w = 25 pixels throughout the paper.
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(a) Events in the ref-
erence view (RV).
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(b) Objective func-
tion (3) (in red).
(c) Time-Surface
Map (left DVS).
(d) Time-Surface
Map (right DVS).
Fig. 3: Proposed objective function. (a) A randomly selected event, at pixel x,
is marked by a red circle in the reference view. The energy C(x, ρ) in (3) is
visualized in (b) as a function of ρ, with the thick red curve obtained by averaging
the costs C(xi, ρ) of neighboring pixels xi in a patch centered at x (indicated
by curves with random colors). The vertical dashed line (black) indicates the
ground truth inverse depth. The time-surface maps of the left and the right event
cameras at one of the observation times are shown in (c) and (d), respectively,
where the patches for measuring the temporal residual are indicated in red.
Note that our approach significantly departs from classical two-step event-
processing methods [20–22] that solve the stereo matching problem first and then
triangulate the 3D point, which is prone to errors due to the difficulty in estab-
lishing correct event matches during very short time intervals. These two-step
approaches work in a “back-projection” fashion, mapping 2D event measure-
ments to 3D space. Instead, our approach combines matching and triangulation
in a single step, operating in a forward-projection manner (from 3D space to
2D event measurements). As shown in Fig. 2, an inverse depth hypothesis ρ
yields a 3D point, pi−1(x, ρ), whose projection on both stereo image planes for
all times “s” gives curves xs1(ρ) and x
s
2(ρ) that are compared in the objective
function (3). Hence, an inverse depth hypothesis ρ establishes candidate stereo
event matches, and the best matches are obtained once the objective function
has been minimized with respect to ρ.
2.3 Inverse Depth Estimation
The proposed objective function (3) is optimized using non-linear least squares
methods. The Gauss-Newton method is used here, which iteratively discovers
the root of the necessary optimality condition
∂C
∂ρ
=
2
|SRV|
∑
s∈SRV
rs
∂rs
∂ρ
= 0. (5)
Substituting the linearization of rs at ρk using the first order Taylor formula,
rs(ρk +∆ρ) ≈ rs(ρk) + Js(ρk)∆ρ, in (5) we obtain∑
s∈SRV
Js(rs + Js∆ρ) = 0, (6)
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where both, residual rs ≡ rs(ρk) and Jacobian Js ≡ Js(ρk), are scalars. Conse-
quently the inverse depth ρ is iteratively updated by adding the increment
∆ρ = −
∑
s∈SRV Jsrs∑
s∈SRV J
2
s
. (7)
The Jacobian is computed by applying the chain rule,
Js(ρ)
.
=
∂
∂ρ
‖τsleft(x1(ρ))− τsright(x2(ρ))‖2
=
1
‖τsleft − τsright‖2 + 
(
τsleft − τsright
)T
1×w2
(
∂τsleft
∂ρ
− ∂τ
s
right
∂ρ
)
w2×1
,
(8)
where, for simplicity, the pixel notation xi(ρ) is omitted in the last equation. To
avoid division by zero, a small number  is added to the length of the residual
vector. Actually, as shown by an investigation on the distribution of the temporal
residual rs in Section 3.1, the temporal residual is unlikely to be close to zero
for valid stereo observations (i.e., patches with enough events). The derivative
of the time-surface map with respect to the inverse depth is calculated by
∂τ s
∂ρ
=
∂τ s
∂x
∂x
∂ρ
=
(
∂τ s
∂u
,
∂τ s
∂v
)
w2×2
(
∂u
∂ρ
,
∂v
∂ρ
)T
. (9)
The computation of ∂u/∂ρ and ∂v/∂ρ is given in the supplementary material.
The overall procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. The inputs of the al-
gorithm are, respectively, the pixel coordinate x of an event in the RV, a set of
stereo observations (time-surface maps) T sleft/right (s ∈ SRV), the relative pose
Tsr from the RV to each involved stereo observation s and the constant extrinsic
parameters between both event cameras, TE. The inverse depths of all events in
the RV are estimated independently. Therefore, the computation is paralleliz-
able. The basin of convergence is first localized by a coarse search over the range
of plausible inverse depth values followed by a nonlinear refinement using the
Gauss-Newton method. The coarse search step is selected to balance efficiency
and accuracy when locating the basin of convergence, and is also based on our
observation that the width of the basin is always bigger than 0.2 m−1 for the
experiments carried out.
3 Semi-Dense Reconstruction
The 3D reconstruction method presented in Section 2 produces a sparse depth
map at the reference view (RV). To improve the density of the reconstruction
while reducing the uncertainty of the estimated depth, we run the reconstruc-
tion method (Algorithm 1) on several RVs along time and fuse the results. To
this end, the uncertainty of the inverse depth estimation is studied in this sec-
tion. Based on the derived uncertainty, a fusion strategy is developed and is
incrementally applied as sparse reconstructions of new RVs are obtained. Our
final reconstruction approaches a semi-dense level as it reconstructs depth for
all pixels that lie along edges.
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Algorithm 1 Inverse Depth Estimation at a Reference View (RV)
1: Input: pixel x, stereo event observations T sleft, T sright and poses Tsr, TE.
2: ρ0 ← ρinitial (by coarse search over a range [ρmin, ρmax]).
3: while not converged do
4: for each observation s do
5: Compute rs(ρk) in (4).
6: Compute Js(ρk) using (8).
7: end for
8: Update: ρk ← ρk +∆ρ, using (7).
9: end while
10: return Inverse depth ρk.
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Fig. 4: Probability distribution (PDF) of the temporal residuals {ri}: empirical
(gray) and Gaussian fit N (µ, σ2) (red line).
3.1 Uncertainty of Inverse Depth Estimation
In the last iteration of Gauss-Newton’s method, the inverse depth is updated by
ρ? ≡ ρk ← ρk +∆ρ(r), (10)
where ∆ρ is a function of the residuals r
.
= {r1, r2, . . . , rs | s ∈ SRV} as defined
in (7). The variance σ2ρ? of the inverse depth estimate can be derived using uncer-
tainty propagation [35]. For simplicity, only the noise in the temporal residuals
r is considered:
σ2ρ? ≈
(
∂ρ?
∂r
)T
(σ2rId)
∂ρ?
∂r
=
σ2r∑
s∈SRV J
2
s
. (11)
The derivation of this equation can be found in the supplementary material.
We determine σr empirically by investigating the distribution of the temporal
residuals r. Using the ground truth depth, we sample a large number of temporal
residuals r = {r1, r2, ..., rn}. The variance σ2r is obtained by fitting a Gaussian
distribution to the histogram of r, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Stereo Observations
Reconstructions
Fusion
Time
Reprojection
Not Assigned
Compatible
Not Compatible
Assign
Fuse
Replace or remain
Fig. 5: Depth map fusion strategy. All stereo observations (T sleft, T sright) are de-
noted by hollow circles and listed in chronological order. Neighboring RVs are
fused into a chosen RV? (e.g., RV3). Using the fusion from RV5 to RV3 as an
example, the fusion rules are illustrated in the dashed square, in which a part of
the image plane is visualized. The blue dots are the reprojections of 3D points in
RV5 on the image plane of RV3. Gray dots represent unassigned pixels which will
be assigned by blue dots within one pixel away. Pixels that have been assigned,
e.g., the green ones (compatible with the blue ones) will be fused. Pixels that are
not compatible (in red) will either remain or be replaced, depending on which
distribution has the smallest uncertainty.
3.2 Inverse Depth Fusion
To improve the density of the reconstruction, inverse depth estimates from
multiple RVs are incrementally transferred to a selected reference view, RV?,
and fused. Assuming the inverse depth of a pixel in RVi follows a distribution
N (ρa, σ2a), its corresponding location in RV? is typically a non-integer coordinate
xf , which will have an effect on the four neighboring pixels coordinates {xij}4j=1.
Using xi1 as an example, the fusion is performed based on the following rules:
1. Assign N (ρa, σ2a) to xi1 if no previous distribution exists.
2. If there is an existing inverse depth distribution assigned at xi1, e.g.,N (ρb, σ2b ),
the compatibility between the two inverse depth hypotheses is checked to de-
cide whether they are fused. The compatibility is evaluated using the χ2 test
at 95 % [35]:
(ρa − ρb)2
σ2a
+
(ρa − ρb)2
σ2b
< 5.99. (12)
If the two hypotheses are compatible, they are fused into a single inverse
depth distribution:
N
(
σ2aρb + σ
2
bρa
σ2a + σ
2
b
,
σ2aσ
2
b
σ2a + σ
2
a
)
, (13)
otherwise the distribution with the smallest variance remains.
An illustration of the fusion strategy is given in Fig. 5.
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4 Experiments
The proposed stereo 3D reconstruction method is evaluated in this section.
We first introduce the configuration of our stereo event-camera system and the
datasets used in the experiments. Afterwards, both quantitative and qualitative
evaluations are presented. Additionally, the depth fusion process is illustrated to
highlight how it improves the density of the reconstruction while reducing depth
uncertainty.
4.1 Stereo Event-camera Setup
To evaluate our method, we use sequences from publicly available simulators [36]
and datasets [34], and we also collect our own sequences using a stereo event-
camera rig (Fig. 6). The stereo rig consists of two Dynamic and Active Pixel
Vision Sensors (DAVIS) [37] of 240 × 180 pixel resolution, which are calibrated
intrinsically and extrinsically3 using Kalibr [38]. Since our algorithm is working
on rectified and undistorted coordinates, the joint undistortion and rectification
transformation are computed in advance.
As the stereo event-camera system moves, a new stereo observation (T sleft, T sright)
is generated when a pose update is available. The generation consists of two steps.
The first step is to generate a rectified event map by collecting all events that
occurred within 10 ms (from the pose’s updating time to the past), as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The second step is to refresh the time-surface maps in both left and
right event cameras, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). One of the observations is
selected as the RV. The rectified event map of the RV together with the rest of
the observations are fed to the inverse depth estimation module (Algorithm 1).
We use the rectified event map as a selection map, i.e., we estimate depth values
only at the pixels with non-zero values in the rectified event map (as shown in
Figs. 6 (c) and (d)). As more and more RVs are reconstructed and fused together,
the result becomes both more dense and more accurate.
4.2 Results
The evaluation is performed on six sequences, including a synthetic sequence
from the simulator [36], three sequences collected by ourselves (hand-held) and
two sequences from [34] (with a stereo event camera mounted on a drone). A
snapshot of each scene is given in the first column of Fig. 7. In the synthetic se-
quence, the stereo event-camera system looks orthogonally towards three frontal
parallel planes while performing a pure translation. Our three sequences show-
case typical office scenes with various office supplies. The stereo event-camera
rig is hand-held and performs arbitrary 6-DOF motion, which is recorded by a
motion-capture system with sub-millimeter accuracy. The other two sequences
3 The DAVIS comprises both a frame camera and an event sensor (DVS) aligned
perfectly on the same pixel array. Hence, we calibrate the stereo pair using standard
methods on the intensity frames.
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Cameras DAVIS240
Width 240 pix
Height 180 pix
FOV 62.9◦
Baseline 14.7 cm
(a) System informa-
tion.
(b) Stereo event-
camera rig.
(c) Event map on
the left camera.
(d) Event map on
the right camera.
Fig. 6: Left, (a) and (b): the stereo event-camera rig used in our experiment,
consisting of two synchronized DAVIS [37] devices. Right, (c) and (d): rectified
event maps at one time observation.
Table 1: Quantitative evaluation on sequences with ground truth depth.
Dataset simulation 3planes [36] Indoor flying1 [34] Indoor flying3 [34]
Depth range 2.76 m 4.96 m 5.74 m
Mean error 0.03 m 0.13 m 0.33 m
Our Method Median error 0.01 m 0.05 m 0.11 m
Relative error 1.17 % 2.65 % 5.79 %
Mean error 0.05 m 0.99 m 1.03 m
FCVF [39] Median error 0.03 m 0.25 m 0.11 m
Relative error 1.84 % 20.8 % 17.3 %
Mean error 0.08 m 0.93 m 1.19 m
SGM [40] Median error 0.03 m 0.31 m 0.20 m
Relative error 3.22 % 18.7 % 20.8 %
are collected in a large indoor environment using a drone [34], with pose in-
formation also from a motion-capture system. These two sequences are very
challenging for two reasons: (i) a wide variety of structures such as chairs, bar-
rels, a tripod on a cabinet, etc. can be found in this scene, and (ii) the drone
undergoes relatively high-speed motions during data collection.
Quantitative evaluation on datasets with ground truth depth are given in
Table 1, where we compare our method with two state-of-the-art instantaneous
stereo matching methods, “Fast Cost-Volume Filtering” (FCVF) [39] and “Semi-
Global Matching” (SGM) [40], working on pairs of time-surface images (as in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)). We report the mean depth error, the median depth error and
the relative error (defined as the mean depth error divided by the depth range
of the scene [13]). In fairness to the comparison, the fully dense depth maps re-
turned by FCVF and SGM are masked by the non-zero pixels in the time-surface
images. Besides, the boundary of the depth maps are cropped considering the
block size used in each implementation. The best results per sequence are high-
lighted in bold in Table 1. Our method outperforms the other two competitors
on all sequences. Although FCVF and SGM also give satisfactory results on the
synthetic sequence, they do not work well in more complicated scenarios in which
the observations are either not dense enough, or the temporal consistency does
not strictly hold in a single stereo observation.
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Reconstruction results on all sequences are visualized in Fig. 7. Images on
the first column are raw intensity frames from the DAVIS. They convey the
appearance of the scenes but are not used by our algorithm. The second column
shows rectified and undistorted event maps in the left event-camera of a RV.
The number of the events depends on not only on the motion of the stereo
rig but also on the amount of visual contrast in the scene. Semi-dense depth
maps (after fusion with several neighboring RVs) are given in the third column,
pseudo-colored from red (close) to blue (far). The last column visualizes the
3D point cloud of each sequence at a chosen perspective. Note that only points
whose variance σ2ρ is smaller than 0.8× (σmaxρ )2 are visualized in 3D.
The reconstruction of the rectified events in one RV is sparse and, typi-
cally, full of noise. To show how the fusion strategy improves the density of the
reconstruction as well as reduces the uncertainty, we additionally perform an
experiment that visualizes the fusion process incrementally. As shown in Fig. 8,
the first column visualizes the uncertainty maps before the fusion. The second to
the fourth column demonstrates the uncertainty maps after fusing the result of
a RV with its neighboring 4, 8 and 16 estimations, respectively. Hot colors refer
to high uncertainty while cold colors mean low uncertainty. The result becomes
increasingly dense and accurate as more and more RVs are fused. Note that the
remaining highly uncertain estimates generally correspond to events that are
caused by either noise or low-contrast patterns.
5 Conclusion
This paper has proposed a novel and effective solution to 3D reconstruction
using a pair of temporally-synchronized event cameras in stereo configuration.
This is, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first one to address such a
problem allowing stereo SLAM applications with event cameras. The proposed
energy minimization method exploits spatio-temporal consistency of the events
across cameras to achieve high accuracy (between 1% and 5% relative error), and
it outperforms state-of-the-art stereo methods using the same spatio-temporal
image representation of the event stream. Future work includes the development
of a full stereo visual odometry system, by combining the proposed 3D recon-
struction strategy with a stereo-camera pose tracker, in a parallel tracking and
mapping fashion [14].
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Fig. 7: Results of the proposed method on several datasets. Images on the first
column are raw intensity frames (not rectified nor lens-distortion corrected).
The second column shows the events (undistorted and rectified) in the left event
camera of a reference view (RV). Semi-dense depth maps (after fusion with
several neighboring RVs) are given in the third column, colored according to
depth, from red (close) to blue (far). The fourth column visualizes the 3D point
cloud of each sequence at a chosen perspective. No post-processing (such as
regularization through median filtering [13]) was performed.
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Fig. 8: Illustration of how the fusion strategy increasingly improves the density of
the reconstruction while reducing depth uncertainty. The first column shows the
uncertainty maps σρ before the fusion. The second to the fourth columns report
the uncertainty maps after fusing with 4, 8 and 16 neighboring estimations,
respectively.
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6 Appendices (Supplementary Material)
6.1 Calculation of the Derivatives
The objective function requires to warp every event’s location x in the reference
view to each pair of involved stereo observation x1 and x2. First, the 3D point
p inducing the event x is recovered by performing a back-projection, given the
inverse depth ρ:
p˙ =
1
ρ
(
P1
0 0 0 z
)−1
u
v
1
1
 =

u−p13
p11ρ
v−p23
p22ρ
1
ρ
1
 ,
where P1 is the 3 × 4 projection matrix of the left event camera. The following
calculation is based on the fact that the last column of P1 is 03×1. Transforming
p to the left camera coordinate of an observation out of SRV gives,
p1 = Rp+ t. (14)
The warping results are obtained by
x˙1 = P1p1, (15)
x˙2 = P2p1. (16)
Taking the left event camera, for example,
u1 =
A+B ρ
C +Dρ
, (17)
where
A = (p11r11 + p13r31)
u− p13
p11
+ (p11r12 + p13r32)
v − p23
p22
+ (p11r13 + p13r33),
B = p11tx + p13tz + p14,
C =
r31(u− p13)
p11
+
r32(v − p23)
p22
+ r33,
D = tz.
(18)
Similarly,
v1 =
A′ +B′ ρ
C ′ +D′ ρ
, (19)
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with
A′ = (p22r21 + p23r31)
u− p13
p11
+ (p22r22 + p23r32)
v − p23
p22
+ (p22r23 + p23r33),
B′ = p22ty + p23tz + p24,
C ′ = C
D′ = D.
(20)
Therefore, the derivatives with respect to inverse depth d are:
∂u
∂ρ
=
BC −AD
(C +Dρ)2
,
∂v
∂ρ
=
B′C ′ −A′D′
(C ′ +D′ ρ)2
.
(21)
6.2 Computing Uncertainty Propagation, from the Event Residuals
to the Estimated Inverse Depth
Following (10) and only considering the temporal residual for simplicity, we have
ρ? = ρk − 1
γ
(J1r1 + J2r2 + · · ·+ Jsrs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
s∈SRV
, (22)
where
γ
.
=
∑
s∈SRV
J2s . (23)
Therefore the derivative of ρ? with respect to r is
∂ρ?
∂r
= − 1
γ
(J1, J2, · · · , Js). (24)
Substituting (24) in (11), the overall uncertainty of the inverse depth is, to first
order, given by
σ2ρ? ≈
1
γ
(J1, J2, · · · , Js)

σ2r
σ2r
. . .
σ2r
 1γ

J1
J2
...
Js

=
σ2r
γ2
(J21 + J
2
2 + · · ·+ J2s )
(23)
=
σ2r∑
s∈SRV J
2
s
.
(25)
